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l
A CHROWLOGY oF· THE LIFE OF .RUDYARD IaPLING?

Born in Bombay, India, 30 December; bilingua.l at an early;
age (English and Hindustani)

1872

Boarded to the Holloway family on the Southsea, near
Portsmouth, Eng].arrl

1878

Enrolled at the United Services College at Westward Hol
near Bideford·

1881

Schoolboy Lvrics printed in India, Decemb9r

1882

Returns to Irrlia; lams a.t Bombay, travels to Lahore ani
assumes post on staff of Civil filE. Military: Ga.zetut

1885

Becom9s a Freemason; begins Plain T.i.les !£Q.1! !h!, Hills

1886

Publishes Departmental Ditties

1887

Serves on staf't·or Pioneer, newspaper at Allahabad

1888

Publishes Plain Tales From The Hills; Soldiers Thre9;
In mack and White; The Ph2ntom Rickshaw; Wee Willie

W
inld.e
1889

Leaves India for Engl.am, via. Far East and United States;
publishes fr2m Sea !£ �

1890

Publishes

1891

Last visit to Ir..dia; arrives in Cape Town, �ter sails to
Australia; publishes Life's Handicap: also publishe:;s
T'na English Fl�g� l.j, April, first real Imperialist
propa.ga.nda

1h! Light

That Failed·

2
1892

Married in Langham Place, Lon:ion. Travels to Canada,
then Yokohama; financial straits force return acroas
Canada, into Vermont; settles at Bliss Cottage, near
home of Wi.fe 1 s part!nts; publishes The Naulahka,
&.rrack-Room Ballads; first child, Josephine born,
2,9 December

1893

Publishes 1-'..a.nv Inventions, _Th! Jungle Book

189.5

Publishes 1lli?, Second Jungle �; second daughter Elsie
born

1896

Visits Washington,' D. C., meets Theodore Roosevelt ( then.
Undersecretary of Navy); leaves Vermont for Englatxl,
settles at Torqu;.y; publishes � Seven �

1897

Moves to Rottingdean; elected to Athenaeum; publishes
Captains Cou.ragsous, Recessional; son John born, August

1898

L-eaves :for Cape Town, South Afri�; present at Battle of
Kari Siding, Boer War; last visit to United States;
publishes� Day's Work

J.899

Publishes StaL\-y � Co.; The White }i:ln 1 s Burden; daughter
Josephine dies in New York City; Kipling arrives in
Lond.on, 28 April

1900

Returns to South Africa, Christmas {visits South Africa.
every Winter from 1901-08)

1901

Publishss Kim

1902

Boer War ended, 1 J'uns; Kipling moves to Sussex, publishes
Just-s....£, Stories

1903

Publishes The� Nations

1904

Publishes Traff;cs fil!Si Discoveries
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1906

Publishes Puck of Pook's Hill

1907

Awarded Nobel Prize for Literature, first British
author to be so honored.

1908

Last visit to South Africa

1909

Publishes Actions and Reactions

1910

Publishes Rewards� Fairies

1912

Publishes Songs From Books

1913

Trip to E gyp t; publishes Letters of Travel

1914-

Asked to write official propaganda for the English
government, refused

1915

Visits France; writes Swept and Garnished,
Sea-Cautains, ¥.ary Fostgate

1917

Visits the Italian Front; publishes! Diversity
of Creatures ..

1919

Publishes The Years Between

1920

Awarded a doctorate by the University of Edinburgh,
begins visiting France as Conul'.issioner of W.ar Graves

1923

Publishes Land and � Tales, The Irish Guards
Great War

1926

Publishes Debits film. Credits

1927

Visits Brazil; publishes Brazilian Sketches

in�

! � ,Qf Words

1928

Publishes

1930

Visits West Indies; publish�s .Thz_Servant

1932

Writes Proof o:f' Holy Writ", last serious work;
publishes Limits .!.n,g_Renewa.ls

1.934

Publishes Verse·; Inclusive Edition.

1935

Visits Paris; returns to Englani, speculates on.films;
begins Something of Myseli'

1.936

Dies at Middlesex, 18 January; cremated, burled at
Poe'l:. 1 s Corner,

! Dog
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¥AJOR IMPERIALISTIC EVENTS DURING KIPLING'S LIFETIME

1866

Last explorations by Livingstone complete the study of
African lakes, discover chief head-waters of the Congo
system

1867

Dominion of Canada established.

1870

Dividing...Line of 19th-centu..7 Imperialism; Britain forced
to compete w:i. th other unified European countries, notably
France and C--ermany; national railway systems established
in most of Europe; tropical Africa. recognized as an area
valuable in raw :materials to European Industrial States

1871

Great Britain annexes South African Diamond Hills

1876

Lord Lytton becomes Viceroy· of Afg.�nistan

1877 · Queen Victoria proclaimed Empress of India.
1878

Cyprus comes under British administration

1879

British occupation of .A!gh.ani.stan and Kand.hur

1882

British gain full control over E gypt

1883

British Somalll.nd established

1884

Tr:insvaal established as South Af:r1.can Republic; Britain
forms League for Promotion of Imperial Federation; Berlin
conference secures " spheres of influenceu

1885

Niger Coast Protectorate formed

1886

Great Britain annexes Mandalay :-.nd Burma

1887

Great Britain annexes Zulul�nd

6
1888

New Guinea becomes a Crown Colony

1890

Great Britain and Gennany divide East Africa; Imperial
British East Af.'rica Company chartered to occupy· Uganda

1891·

Protectorate proclaimed over Nyasaland

1894•

Uganda t.ken over as a Protectorate

1898

French withdra'!Gl from East Sudan cedes that territory·
to Great Brit.in

1899

Bo.:mr Rebellion in China

1900·

Tonga Islanis come un:ier protection of New Zeala?Xi

1901. ·

Australia est.blished as a CoillillOnwealth

1907

New Zealand established as a Dominion

1909

Gt-eat Britain acquires four Malay States from Siam

1923

Great Britain annexes Southern Rhodesia

CHAPTER ONE
This first section -will concern itself with Rudy�.rd Kipling
as a person, discussing his life and times in some measure, cit
ing personal events where useful, and portra.ying the man as well
as the writer against the rapid ferment of his era. In order to
do this, it should first

be

pointed out that Kipling's lifetime

encompassed the latter third of the nineteenth century as well
as the first third of our o-wn; hence, it will readily be seen
that the relatively complicated., even turbulent period in which.
Kipling wrote and lived was one which saw literally scores of up..
heavals in literature, government, religion, science and other
fields.
'Three works prove invaluable to the undersunding of the man
and his various milieu. The first is Kiplingrs Something .Q!
Myself, an autobiography

begun

shortly before his death. T'ne other�

are biographies, one by C. E. Carrington, the other by Hi1ton'.
Brown. It is primarily from these sources that one can learn of
Kipling as a person, rather� of the popular misconceptions
of him- either of the bent little man in a tweed suit, rattling·
an ink-drenched saber over paper battlefields and Empires in the
manner of a country schoollllaster; or the snobbish, book-laden:
Victori.i.n recluse, occupying an armchair at some esoteric London
club while speald.ng of "treating a. nigger to a dose of cleaning
rod.11 The truth is that Kipling was a. singularly well-rea.d
individ�l with a most ren,..arkable acumen, an avid interest in

8

virtually everything, a sensitiVi ty to the ferment of the world
about him, and a writer who Ms somehow �ged to survive
while many of his contemporaries have been forgotten for
decades.

He was also the most widely-travelled author of his

day; and as tireless and energetic a worker as c.n be foun:l,
eVidenced by the production of his poems

am storit,s fI'om the

age of fifteen until his death.
Joseph Rudyard Kipling- his father, John Lockwood Kipling;
follo'Wed a f�y tradition of naming the firstborn m.Qes ttJohn•
and 11Joseph 11 in alternate generations- -was born on 30 December,
1865, at Bombay, India.

11 Rudyard 11

�s a middle name inherited.

from his mother's family, and was used by Kipling from the time
of his schooling onw.rd. While most people associate Kipling With
the lan:i of his birth more tMn any other place, it should

be

pointed out 'i:.h-t only about twelve of his seventy-one years were
spent there, and then only at intervals. He ms educated at the
United Services College n�r Biderord, England, a school for
potenti.i.1 civil ser,r.mts.

Before his graduation; he � written

some poetry of little note, printed privately by his parents,
under the title Schoolboy Lyrics, in 1881.
Upon his return to India in 1882, he accepted a post Wi. th a
government newspaper, The Civil and Military (JQzette at Lahore.
Five years later he �s transferred to AllaMb-.d, there to work
on a paper called the Pioneer. During these years the young
Kipling bec�e fever-prone, contacted malaria and suffered
occ�sional lapses of memory. It is evident that it was these

9
seven years in Imia 'Which largely influenced his work, both:
early and late. Kipling left India in 1889, returning only for
a brief visit in 1891, the year prior to his marriage. After a

tour of Cape Town and Australia., he married Caroline &.liester
in

London; the pair than embarked on a honeymoon to Canada, then·

Ja�n. back across Canada, and into the United States. He and his
bride settled in Vermont, near the home of the latter's p.rents.
Both Kipling's daughters were born there.

In

1896 the Kiplings returned to Engl�, taking up resi

dence at Torquay, am later, at Rottingdaan, where a son, John,
�s born in August of 1897. The folloWi.ng year the f�y visited
South Ai'rica, which was then in the midst o! the Boer War.
Kipling was present at the battle of Karee·(Kari) Siding

in

the

autumn of' that year. During the winter of that same year he made
his fin:-.l visit to the United St.tea. It -was there that Kipling
nearly died from an infl-.mntation· of the lungs, probably contacted·
from his eldest child, Josephine, whose 11 whooping cough with
complications" brought about her untimely death on March 6, 1899. 3
By April 28 of that year, the Kipllngs returned to London.
Kipling's recovery from his own broken health, as w-ell as front
the hardship of losing his daughter, w-.s a time-collS'lll!ling process.
In 1900 he visited South Africa again; _am between the years 19011908 he and his f.i.mily altern.i.ted between summers in England . ( they
relocated to Sussex in 1902) and m.nters in South Africa.
·'rh.e ye-.r 1913 saw Kipling in Egypt, :where Letters of. Travel
was written. In 1915 he visited France, and in 1917, the Italian

10
11 people 1 s

Front. H.aving gain-"'<i a reputation by this time as a

laureate tt , he w.s asked to write offici.al propagan:la for His
Majesty 1 s G:>vernment during the war years.
refused to do

Although he himself

this, Kipling ·advised such writers who so chose to:

serve the war effort, notably . Max Aitken.

In 191.5 Kipling's son, then a secon:l liautenant in the Irish
Guards, �s killed at the Second Battle of Loos. As so often

happened with casualties, the body of the young Kipling was never
recovered. This tragedy plunged the father into a state or despon
dency from which he never totally emerged. In the years th.at

followed, he was offerred a plethora of titles and honors, all. of
which he graciously refused. Perhaps, .is one of his biographers

.

pointed out, "a sonless �n has no use for titles."

5

However,

Kipling did not refuse academic honors, arid accepted a Doctorate
from the University ·of Edinburgh in 1920. Tha.t same year he began
visiting France as Commissioner. of W�.r Gr:-.ves, paying homage to
the million British soldiers 'Whose graves were on the Continent.
The fin.al decade of Kipling's life demonstrates a renewed'
odessey. In 1927 he visited Brazil, i.11 1930 the West Indies, and
in 1935, Paris again. He returned to England, 1-mare plans were
being made to film some of his works, and �s planning a trip to
Cannes prior to his death in 1936. On the eighteenth of January·
of that year, Rudyard Kipling died; five days later his :..shes..,
were buried in the Poet's Corner.

C HAFTER T\-K>
Kipling did not consider himself a Briton, but rather an

11

Anglo-Indian n , a term applied to those English residing

His early chfildhood w.is spent

in

in

India.

the ca.re of an � or Ind�

nursemaid, and as a result he was bilingual (English and
Hindustani) before he w.;i.s literate. While his sensitivity a.ni
much of his creativity seems to have been owed to bis parents, it
is noteworthy that no .i.ttempt w-as m.de to teach the young Kipling
to read or write until the time c.une for him to be educated'in
Englani. His first trip (1868) was probably due to his parents•
wish to have their second child, Alice, born on the Island. In.
1871 a secon:l trip -was arranged, to have the young Kipling begin
his education at Southsea. He �s boarded· in the home of 11 Uncle
Harry" Holloway, a retired sea-captain With whom he got along
famously. Captain Hollo'W4.y would take the boy for long waLl<s by
the sea., visiting Portsmouth, Lumps Fort and the hamlet of Mil.ton.
Shortly, however, the old captain died, and Kipling recalls that
he -was 1t the only person. in th.at house as f-.r as I remember who:,
ever threw me a kini word. 11
Mrs. Hollo-way and her son- called ltAunty Ros. 11 and 11 the
Devil-Boy" respectively, in Something of Mvself- delighted in
tonnenting the young Kipling. Both these individuals beat him at
frequent inter,nls .i.nd allow-ad him a minimum of privacy. He refers
to their home as "the House of Desolation fl in which his life

12
••• demanded constant wariness, the .h..abit of
observation, and attendance on moods and tempers;
the noting of discreP'l1cies between speech and
action; a certain reserve of demeanouri and
automatic suspicion of sudden favours.I
The one genuine consolation of Kipling's life at Southsea
was the fact that he there developed his love of re�ing. It
seems to be the first really vital discovery in his life, of
which he writes
• • • on a day that I remember it came to me
that 'reading' was not 'The Cat lay on. the
Mat' but _a me�s to everything _that would
make me l:iappy.
When l>f.rs. Hol.lomly found tb..t Kipling enjoyed re�ing, she
denied him that pleasure. The boy was then obliged to read in
secret, frequently in poor light. As might be expected, his eye
sight deterior:ated within a. short time, and never regained normal
acuity. 'Wbile an examination revealed that the young Kipling·-was
inde� half-blind, Mrs. Holloway maintained that he was .feigning·
the m.al.i.dy in order to gain attention. It �s not until Kipling's
mother returned. from India that the boy was again given human
status. On his last night in the 11 House of Desolation 11, Mrs.
Kipling came to her son I s room to ld.ss 1tlm good-night. whereupon
the latter 11 fiung up an arm to gu;i.rd off tha cuff t�t ••• (he) •••

had been trained to e:xpect."9 This period, from his sixth to

eleventh year, prob:itbly did more to develop Kipling the M&n than
any other. Of it he writes

13
In the long run these things, and many more
of tl!e like drained me of any capacity for
real, personal hate for the rest of my days. 10
Between 1878-1882 Kipling -w-s enrolled at the United
Services College at Westw.a.rd Hot near Bideford. What evidence
there is of this institution (it had been founded about 1874)
indicates that it �s academically typical of the English
boarding-schools of the period. Descriptions of such places have
11
been printed in an abundance sufficient to preclude another here •

.

but ons can surmise that it w.ls at West-wa.rd Hot that Kipling esta
blished his sense of direction and identity. He entered the school
12
shortly after recuperating from "some type of nervous breakdo-wn"
brought on by the Hollow.ys; he emerged a useful, purposeful.
individual. It w.ts at Westward Hol that he grew his first mous
tache, which

»i"aS

1-.ter to become a trademark inv-lu..ble to

caricaturists. It was also there that he begQ.n to write.

CHAPTER. T:-iREE

At about the same time Kipling began his education in

England, the dividing-line of the nineteenth century occur�, 13
forcing a new sense of competition on that country. The ferment
caused by the Franco-Prussian War on the Continent marked the
beginnil1g of a European conflict outside Europe, each nation
striving to create for itself an Empire out of the last -�ilable
lands on the globe.

14

Out of this European expansion was born a

nsw involvement in the building of an Empire, notably. in the

defeated France,

in

the maturing Italy, and in the newly-unified

Gemany. Nowhere, however, ms this eidolon of a universal Empire
receiv� with more zeal than in England. This is partly due to
the fact that England was the first.fully industrialized power.
Her r.i.ilroad systems were established before those of eentr.u and
western European powers, and it was Englarxi who was the first to:}
recognize the importance of underdeveloped cou."ltries as valuable
sources of raw m:a.terials £or the industrial and military states
1
of Europe. 5
Kipling could not

be

estranged from his own time. He was a

newspa.perman :for the first seven years of his working life, a
post which he was always to hold in high esteem as an invaluable
governmental tool. Five years afte:r his o..in career with newspapers
h.ad ended, he wrote his colleague, H. A. Gwynne,
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••• you could best serve the Empire ••• in charge
of a new, reconstructed, enthusiastic and
wealthy paper••• You have an unrinlled ch.ance
of preaching your ••• views ••• and all the rest
tb.t is vital••• T'.ae business of an editor is
not to wri� but to get the men who can,
brigade them and edit them. 16
As a newspaperman and a writer, Kipling w.s :i.ble to find an
outlet for his love of Empire in the esoterica and mechanics of
the printed word. Although the first piece of his work
recognized

as

to

be

genuine Imperialist prop,��a (The English Flag)

did not appear until 1891, it is certain th.at the years with both
the Civil and Military Gazette and the Pioneer were vital

to

his

development as a writer of Imperialist affairs. His poem T'ne
Virginitv (1903) suggests something of the days in which th� tento-fifteen hour shifts in the Indian climate, which brought on
fever, d;ysentery and typhoid, were all part of t.lJ.e day's work:
Try �she will, no man ever breaks loose
From his first love, no matter who she be •••
Even though she cost him all he had to lose,
Even though she ma.de him sick to hear or see,
Still, w..,ia t is left of him will mostly choose
Her skirts to sit by. How comes such to be?
Moreover, contact with world events served to keep him
abreast of affairs, albeit in a relatively remote part of the
world, to sharpen his ability with the word, and to impress upon
hi.r.l the significance of Britain's growth .i.s an Empire.
The Jungle Book (1893) while since accepted solely as
juvenilia, contains

!UUCh

of what Kipling felt to be sound and

positive in the world. It also reveals many of the Imperialist

16
ide.i.ls paramount to the age. Those who do not wish to give t.riis
book any merit beyond a work of children's literature attribute
its char.cter to its author's luvihg rerr.ained a. life-long juvenile.
In the words of one critic,
There was about Kipling a disconcerting Pa.nnisbness;
he remained boyish a.s long as fate would let him and
he kept ha.rld.ng back to juvenility all through his
life. The more he aped the man the more he was the
boy. His idea of fun never ••• outgrew the fourth
f'orm ment.Llity; nor was this childishness by :1ny
means confined to his fun. Much of his 11 brut..lity11
and "frightfulness" is no more tha.n the little boy·
in:a d,rk corner, ready to jump up and give grandpa.
,fil!£h a start; much of his passion for technicalities
is the little boy's admiration for t.�e engine-d.river. 17
Again. the bent little man at a writing-cl.ask in his personal.
Never-Neverlaoo. Anyone who has read Tha Jungle Book vti.11 f'ind.
that its prim.ry quality is that of a sense of order in the uni
verse, coupled with a necessary male pride and an ..dm.irable sense
of doing. The first pa.ra�ph.of this book w.ill suffice to illus
tr-te the point:
It was seven o I clock of a very warm evening in the
Seeonee Hills 'When Father Wolf woke up from his
day's rest, scratched himself, y.a.wnad., a.nd spread
out his pa:ws, one after the other to get rid of the
sleepy faeling in t..1'1eir tips. Mother Wolf lay with
her big gray nose dropped across her four squealing•
tumbling cubs, and the moon shone into the mouth of
the cave where. they all lived. 11Aurghl" said Father
Wolf, "it is time to hunt -.gaintt; arrl he -was going
to spring down hill when a little sh.dew with a
bushy tail crossed the threshold and whined: "Good
luck go with you, 0 Chief of the Wolves; and good
luck and strong white teeth go with the noble
children, that they may never forget the hungry in
this world. n 18
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This is a statement of order and obligation on a somewh�t
elementary level; but a statement, nonetheless, which can be
readily protracted into a very human way of life. The first three
stories

in

The Jungle Book deal With a boy na."ned Howgli, a "m • s-

cub", who w.i.s raised by a wolf p.i.ck where he is taught the maxims
of su.rvi-v.tl, the hienrchy of creation, the languages of the
animal people and a respect. for the order and reason of the j'llll
gle. This is a sound move on Kipling's part, for it is probably
the wolf who sociologically most resembles m-n,
belonging,

in

in

his need for

accomplishing things through the strength of the

pack r.ther than on his own,

in

a hierarchy of young and old,

in

the m-le' s caring for, :ilnd. setting an eJGmple for, the young.
The wolf p.7.ck

in

The Jungle� typifies the sense of order and

accomplishm9nt which Kipling felt to be inherent in the potential
of rn.m. E. L. Qilb�rt, pointing to the "Law of the Jungle 11 as
manifested

in

the abov·i, book, explains the matter:

The nLaw of the Jungle n is defined here quite clearly
by the terms in which it is discussed. It is spoken
of as "the oldest law in the world, 11 as having been
part, perhaps, of Creation itself. Moreover, it
arranges for accidents to befall the Jungle-People;
it has a motive power, an existence of its own�
is not the invention of the animals. Kipling carefully
distinguishes •••between ui:.awst and "cod�, 11 the latter
being the rules or st.atutes which men, with the aid of
t� and custom, devise to implement the �w. Codes,
being man-made, can be wrong; the Law, bei ng inherent
in the structure of the universe, cannot. This is why
Kipling, with no intention at all of behaving in an
autocratic or arbitrary way, c� say, a.s he frequently
does in his writings, that the Law must always be
obeyed. For th� obedience he requires is demanded not
on some soulless, authoritarian principle, but rather
because compliance with the L.w•••is synonymous with
right knowledge .of the truth, With the necess.ary
acceptance of "things as they are. 11 19

18
This idea is pa�ount in Kipling's Jungle, nru.ch as �s the
sense of propriety in the Victori.m world of which he

w-!.S

a pro

duct, and of the Victorian obligation to Empire. It is not too
subjective to see something of Kipling in Mowgli, the main char
acter in The Jungle_Book._ IG.pling was bilingu.l before he was
literate; Mowgli could speak the languages of the animal people
before he could speak that of men. Kipling had his strugg1.e for
survival

in

the Hollo-way Jungle in England; Mowgli had his with the

wo+f pack in India. Mowgli's time of crisis was eased along through
the understanding of his tutors; Kipling's �s soothed in some
measure by the understanding of his family. Moreover, when Mowgli
is told by the wolves t�t he is th�ir brother uin all but blood.It•
this sentiment mirrors Kipling's early life in India. Also, when
Mowgli assumes his identity as something not of the jungle, saying,
»Well, if I am a man, then a man I must be", more of the young
Kipling emerges, with the latter's recognition of being neither an
Anglo-Indian, nor a non-entity in a strange house, but a mature
and determined individual with his o,m sense of purpose and dii:ee
tion. If we add to this a sense of identity with the Empire of
which Kipling consta..-itly spoke, we can extend this male pride and
sense of doing to mean Engl�d's recognition of its rights and
obligations

in

doing what its nature compelled it to do, w.i.th

success and betterment in the extra-European world as evidence of
being correct

in

its convictions.

The sense of social order found in The Jungle Book reflects
that of the Victori..tn E:ra. There a.re .i.s many species of animals
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as there are social classes, and no animal can transmigrate from
his own hide to th.at of another. A jackal re,nains a jackal, a wolf
a wol.f, and so on. Each species, or class, has its own respective
tnits, language and laws. Again, the sense of identity so aptly
put in a later poem,
The elephant's a gentJ..eman, the battery-mule's
a mul�. 20
Lowest of the lot in T'ae Jungle Book_ are the Bandar-log, or
Monkey-People, the Jungle 1 s "lesser breed without the Law�, ·whose
language Mowgli is never pennitted to learn.
The Jungle People put them out of their mouths and
of their mind. They are many very evil, dirty,
sh-.Jneless, and they desire, if they �ve any fixed
desire, to be noticed by the Jungle People. But w--a
do nQ! notice them even when they throw nuts and
filth on our heads ••• The Monkey People are
forbidden••• to the Jungle-People. 21
011t

This account indicates Kipling1 s belief that all society is
divided basically into two classes: those Ll'lcapable of �na.ging
their affairs, like the Band;.r-log, who,
••• live in the trees. They �ve no law ••• They
�ve no speech of their own, but use the stolen
words which they overhear when they listen, and
peep, and 1�it above in the branches. Their way
is not our way. They are Without leaders. T'ney
ha.va no remembrance. They boast and c�tter and
pretend that they are a great people about to do
grea.t affairs in the jungle, but the falling of
a nut turns their minds to laughter and a.11 is
forgotten. 22
and those almost divinely inspir ed to mil.Ilage their �ffairs for
them. Bro,-m, in his appraisal of The_ Jungle Book, analyzes
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Kipling's sutement of the "Lawtt:
Class One were born know""i.ng and u...--iderstanding it;
it was the duty of Class Two, under the aegis of
Class One, to assimilate and follow it- or so much
of it as th�y could corn:prehend ••• in the British
ruling classes, the Law••• nati:u-;.lly i.Th1.ered; it
was their business to interpret it to those much
more numerous classes in wb.0111 it- as naturally
and unexplainedly- did not... Kipling erred •••
in extending this picture beyond the Black Water
to the Empire as a whole, to the world. 23
This racial 11 noblesse oblige" is a vi 'bl element of Kipli."1g 1 s
writing. It w.a.s bolstered by at least some influent�l people of
the day, rioubly by Rider Haggard, who once referred to him as
tta

?'•

true watchman of our Empire."_..,.. Haggard probably became the

closest of Kipling's writer-friends, and the

b10

corresponded at

intervals for some thirty years. At a dinner of the Anglo-African
Writers 1 Club in 1898, Haggard introduced Kipling to ttan lli"l.U.SU-lly
large number of guests u , saying
I do not believe in the divine right of kings,
but I do believe •••in a divine right of a great
civilizing people- th.lt is, in their divine mission.
Yes, it is the voice of those tru.a w-.tchmen (lika
Kipling) of whom I speak tr.at w.u-ms, that stirs the
blood ;.nd braces the nu.rids of peoples, a.w.kening
th�im from the depths of sloth an::i self-seeking•••
They it is, who, having the golden gift of words,
em1'0d.y in fitting l�ngu..ge the aspirations of
thousands, a.nd a.wake and encourage in them the
love of country. 25
The most admir.ible attribute of Rud.yard Kipling was his belief
in the deed over the word. He thoug.."'lt well of British and Americ.n
productivity, and it �s this pride in the accomplisrunents of both
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nattions, but more especially in his own, which produced in him
the vigor and character of a national writer. Like any writer of
a na tional bent, Kipling was Messianic. This element of his char
acter, coupled With his charismatic language, earned for him the
reputation of a "people's laureate 11 , touting t..11.ose who took per
sonal risks for the benefits of the Empire rather than those who

were merely the grandees of government.26 The public image of

Kipling as a. poet of Empire tended to obsc� the fact that he
for.med a volunteer company near Rottingdean, England during th�
Boer War. and also, t� t he set to work raising money for the
Soldiers' F�lies 1 Fund. This latter project produced about a
quarter of , million pounds sterli..llg from Kipling's The Absent
Minded Beggar, a poem he composed in :..bout two weeks :.i.nd published
in � Da.ilv � on 31 October, 1899. It was set to music by Sir
Arthur Sullivan, and anyone who desired was allowed to sing,
intone, recite or reprint the work, provided that all pr ofits
from such were returned to the "Absent-l'Iinded Beggar Fund tt , as the
endeavor

1'QS

called. It is worthwhile to note here that The Absent

Minded Beggar is probably the only work Kipling ever produced for
the sole·purpose of c�sh proi'it. �ving served its purpose in· the
Boer War, he did not include it in his collected works for many
ye..rs afterw.i.ro. Kipling admitted that the lines of The. .Absent
Mindad Beggar

11

had some elements of direct appeal but lacked •

poetry.n27
An endeavor such as the 11Absen-Whnded Beggar Fund11 points to
a..."lother of Kipling 1 s qualities: hi s individuality t within which is
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contained. something of a genuine, although qualified, humility.
Th....roughout his lifetime he was offerred �ny titles as well as
opportunities to partici�te in public life, becoming Engl:-.nd 1 s
Poet �ureate in fact rather th:-.n in name. In 1895 Arthur Bal.four,
nephew of Pri.111e Minister Salisbury, pressed for the appointment of
·
Kipling to the office of Poet Laureate. 28 Thirteen years later he
ms .i.gain considered for the L.tureateship, this time by Asquith;
and in 1930, George V m.tde tha same consideration.29 'While there
is no surviving evidenc& to indicate th:-.t any fol'!l'.al offers to
this position were ever made, Kipling would certainly have re.fused
the Laureateship. His academic honors (honorary degree from: McGill·
University, 1899; docto:..--ates from Dt.u-h..m, Oxford and Cambridge,
1907) seemed sufficient, as he had no wish to become a public.
personage. Salisbury had offerred him a Knighthood (K. C. B.) in
1899, Bal.four a K. C. M. G. in 1903. In 19o4 the Conservativa party·
in Edinburgh sought him as their �ndidate for Parliament; later,
two or three other constituencies did the same. He -was invited to
join the Royal Party on trips to India in both 1903 and 19ll, and
was recognized as a public figure in the latter year by having
places reserved for him and Mrs. Kipling at the coronation of
George V, but all national and political titles were refused.JO
lie chose to rerr..ain merely "the w-.tchman of the Empire", going about
his service to both the government and the people in the -w.ys he
knew best.
Kipling's best-known piece of writing is something of a moot
point; but in any selection of his most widely-read works, The_
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White Man's Bul'den is sure to be found. This phrase, without which
no .i.ccount of Imperialism has been able to be written since the
turn of the century, is usually identified with the strictly
English method of righting the world in a typically English
fashion. One :must consider, however, that� White Man's Burden
took about eighteen months to write, and was not directed solely
at the English. Specifically, it is a poem in which Kipling·
appl-.ud.s the annexation of Cuba an:i the Philippines by the United
States, and, in decrying the "lesser breeds Without the lawlt (i.e.,
the Germ.ans and the Spanish), beckons to A."llerica, the other main
stay of the English-speaking world, to join in the task of
civilizing, uniting with England in a common goal. As Kipling said
of his own country, "I have done my best to make .i.11 the men of

1
the sister-nations within the Empire interested in each other. 113

By considering the tern 11 interested" in this sta teme�t, and
weighing with it the pbr,;.se "within the Empirett , it can be deter
mined that it is Kipling's desire to P..-ve all-parts of the Englishspeaking world willing to sh.re in the Empire's responsibilities,
wri.atever they may be.
The White Han's Burden was completed on 22 November, 1898;
and the author sent a copy to Theodore Roosevelt, then Vice
President of t.1'.le United States who, in turn, sent a copy to Senator
Henry Cabot Lodge on 12 January, 1899, remark:L'lg ��t it -w.s •
"rather poor poetry, but good sense from the e�nsionist stand
point."32 Kipling's friendship with Roosevel'.t, whom he had first
met in 1896 when the latter b.d been Undersecretary of the Navy,
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was understandable, for Roosevelt himself was an American
statesman of the old order who believed t!'J.at cleanliness and
�rd work, coupled With an authoritative hand, were the answers
to

most of the world I s problems. In short, both men believed

that the �sk of bringing orderliness to the world must be an
Anglo-American one. Doubtless it seemed so in 1899 on both sides
of the Atlantic. The idea of doing, of accomplishing, is one of
the most admirable .l.ttributes of both Kipling the man and Kipling
the writer. Much of his popularity was due,

11 in

an over-civilized

epoch of passiveness, to preach the simple, age-old gospel of

action. 11 33

CHAPTEH. FOUR
While this account is concerned pr:Lii.rily with literature,
it is essential

to

the subject

role during the period

in

to

discuss something of Britain's

question (1865-1936) and to present a

brief overview of _the Imperial attitudes of the tillles. A detailed
acco"Wlt would, understandably, fill many volumes; hence, this
section will present only a brief outline of the Empire's expan
sion, along with soma points of view common to the period. Tb.is
will serve both to make some of Kipling 1 �: positions clearer, and
to

gain some knowledge of the undercurrents which c.used him to

act as he did. The following may be considered the rudiments of
Victorian Imperialism:
(1) The desire to extend one's boundaries, if not in
reality at least in influence, in order to become
secure politically and militarily over as gre.i.t a
global area as possible
(2) A desire for economic gain which, while in m.ny
instances c.m be mutual, is usually to the benefit
of the Mother Country
(3) The desire to extend one's culture, living habits,
religion and the like i.11to other l.a.nds, even to the
extent that those places which are colonized, or at
least occupied, take on something of allegiance, .i.s
well as appearance, to the Mother Country J4
In the words of A. P. Thornton, these Imperialist doctrines
become those of "Power, Profit and Civilization."·
For Britain, tha period of vast increase in colonial con
quests falls between 1860 and 1880; and the last twenty years of
3
the nineteenth century are 121s0 of great i."n1port:lnce. 5 Hobson' s
book, Imperialism: !:::. Study (1902) i.."ldicates that, by the beginning
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of the present century, the Empire consisted of "about thirteen
million square miles, -with a population of some 400 to 420
millions (of lolhom about .50 million are of British race
speech). 11

36

and

Tb...t is to say, th-t, at the time in which Hobson w.s

writing, some 20� of the globe's land area and 2� of its people
were under the rule of an island hardly larger than the s'b.te of
Pennsylvani:;t. What is most striking about this account is Robson's
statement th-t 11One-third of the Empire, containing quite one
fourth of the to'b.l population of the Empire, was acquired during
the last thirty years of the nineteenth century.n'.3?
Britain's sea-power faciliuted her expansion into all parts
of the globe. There was, to the English mind at le;;.st, a somewhat
row.-ntic concept connected w"i th the idea of expansion, dating
back to Raleigh and Drake, and even to the Crusades. Further.nore,
the deeP-rooted Old Testament rigidity of the Victorians, coupled
with the revolutionary concept of Socia.l Dar-w"inism, provided
directives for world domination. Charles Kingsley, for example,
writing of James Brooke's conquest of Sarawak, said that the
latter

lQ.S

••• utterly right and righteous ••• Physical death
is no evil. It may be a blessing to the survivors.
Else, why pestilence, famine ••• Ch�rlemagne hanging
400 Saxons over the Weser Bridge; · did not God
bless those terrible righteous judgements? Surely,
then, say, what does that destruction of th�
Cana�nites mean? If it w.i.s right, �jah Brooke -was
right. If he be wrong, then Moses, David, Joshua
were wrong... 38
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In Cromer' s Modern Egypt, the British are described as being
••• worthy of the past history, the might, the
resources and the sterling nation.il qualities
of the Anglo-Sa:icon race. 39
And in a speech by Joseph Chamberl-.in at the Imperial
Institute in London in 1895 is found still .mother e�mple:
••• We a.re all pri!p.red. to admire the grea.t Englismnen
of the past. We speak of the men who D'.ade our Empire,
and we speak of them as heroes as great as any th.at
have lived in the pages of history••• I see no reason
to doubt th-t the old British spirit still lives.in
the Englishmen of today••• 40
The Imper:ui.list strain, then, was to a degree atavistic, a.
trait which at one time or another has been shared by every
civilization. By the turn of the century, the "Power" desire of
the Victorians had been met, as the successors to the age-old
English desire to explore outside their own island had planted·
the Union Jack wherever there had been room for it on the globe.
Turning to the economics of British Imperialism, a previous
chapter has already mentioned the attraction of Africa and Asia
as sources of raw materials for the European Industrial States.
Brita.in and France were best suited to provide the ca.pita.l for
enterprise in the continents abroad. Both of them had helped to
finance the Ottoman Empire, and France at this time was busily
floating loans for the completion of rai11-Q.y systems in Russia..
When, after World War I, England was forced to relinquish many
of her holdings, she.began to dissipate economic,lly rather t�
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militarily; this fact demonstrates how dependent upon co!!II!lerce
the Empire ws. So .far-reacbL"'lg ,i.s its need that a life of .fru
gal com.fort ha.s proven unatta�ble for modern-day Brito.ns, whose
realm is solely that of their own island.
It is to the greater good and security of any empire to
assimilate its peoples into the allegiances and cultural 11.lbits
of that empire. The idea that what �s British w-s good (and
conversely) appears to be a coMlll.On denominator of DlOSt �tional
istic minds of the pe�od in question. As it is only logical for
the customs and precepts of any country to follow the fLag of that
country, the do�in which Britain held during the former century
became, in degrees varying according to the ctiJ.t�l ::.-esistance
and background of each region, Anglicized. While the English
motives w-ere not primarily religious; there �s some a.ttempt made
to Christianize many of the new-found subjects of th� realm. Yet,
the English idea of civilization ms one which poin-'t.ed ultimately
toward an English world. John Buchan, a novelist and a now
neglected contemporary of Kipling's, spo� of
••• a world-wide brotherhood with the background
of a common race and creed, consecrated to the
service of peace; Britain enriching the rest
out of her cultu...-..e and traditions, and the
spirit of the Dominions li..lc, a strong wind
freshening the stuffiness of the old l�nds. 4l
It is not too harsh to compare this statement, at least in
principle, With Hitler's 11 Ein Reich, Ein Volkn, for in both
concepts is contained a common ideology, not only of a univer�l
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homogenity. but with the founders and benefactors of that universe
a superior race, whether Anglo-Saxon or Aryan.
In all fairness to the age, and certainly to the English, it
must be pointed out that popular conception of the above doctrines
as they appe.i.r here �s by no means absolute; nor were these
beliefs shared by everyone. Yet, the basic premises of Power,
Profit and Civilization acted as directives toward th� buildjng
and xr.aintenance of a good deal of the English world. W'.nile they
are found in Kipling's work, these doctrines are by no means the

sole bases for his world view. The follo'Wing will present some of
Kipling's beliefs, particularly with regaro to the concept of
Empire as reflected in his writings.

CHAPTER FIVE: 1887-1890
For the first de�de of Kipling's publishing life there is
nothing of a genuinely Imperialistic bent, at least in his poetry.
Of the poems belonging to this period, those which best point
to�rd his ca�bilities as a nationalistic writer are Wb.a.t The
Peoule S;;i.id (1887) and The Ballad of E.i.st and West (1889). The
former, appe;;i.ring ten years after Queen Victoria had been proclaim
ed Empress of India, commemorates the first fifty years of the
reign of the 11v-ihite Queen over the Seas" (1. 44). It is not a
strong poem, ;;i.nd was li:ttle noticed when it first appeared; more
than that, it is not a �rticularly mature poem. It is static,
even pompous, with awkward errors in rhythm (ll. 1-10):
By tha well, where th� bullocks go
Silent and blind and slow&J the field, where the young corn dies
In the face of the sultry skies,
They have heard., as the du.U earth hears
The voice of the wind of an hour,
The sound of the Great Queen's voice:
"My Chd hath given :me years,
"Hath granted dominion and power:
11 And I bid you, 0 L.md, rejoice.:,
This poem is Kipling's first attempt at producing a written
work for a state occasion, an ability which, :f'ortunately, he was
never to cultivate, for the specter of tediousness which shows
its face in What

1m:.

People &id seems to have vanished in the
vigorous light generated by his later work.42
The &11.ad of Ea.st and West w.s the first major poetic milestone for Kipling, bringing him to the attention of the reading
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public. This poem is exactly wh.t the title indicates: a �llad.
The English never seem to lose their affinity for the ballad as
an art form, particularly if the hero of the �llad is an
Englishman. Moreover, The &.llad of East and West points to the
inevitability of England's influence in lands not its o-wn. It is
the personification of English heroism, with a young soldier
being the responsible force in civilizing and uniting a world yet
somewhat estranged from the Anglo-Saxon's sense of values. It is
English persistence and English diplomacy which win the day over
�1, the outlaw chieftain, in this poem, just as it �s those
same qualities which built the British Empire.
The colonel's son is a poor shot (line 29)- the English
naturally are_. as anyone can tell you- and his horse falls nin a

woeful heap n ten lines later; but, deprived of pistol and horse,

lying in the dust of Jagai, he has the cheek to fling insults in
the face of a border-thief, threaten his local world, then finally
ask for the return of his father's mare so that he can fight hi·s
o-wn way back to the fort alone, against the superior forces of
Kamal I s tribe. 43 T'.ais is England spealdng. This is England I s
courage and endurance in the face of the �nguine foe and the
.formidable resistor. When (line 80) �l, who sends his son to
join the English ranks, advises,

11

So, thou must eat the White

Queen's meat, and all her foes are thine u , this is the inevi"bble
fate of all lands subject to the dictates of the Empire.
In The Ballad £[ East and West Kipling demonstra. tad a singu
lar ability to stay in _the reader's mind. The Empire of which he

l
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speaks is the only one outside t:iat of Ancient Rome which could
be spoken of as "Our Empire 11 by both lord �nd connnoner- the idea
of not just a f�g or � scepter, but of a great people encompass
ing the

globe

With their language and customs. Also, the poem has

a supreme re.i.dability. Not only is the subject matter of interest.
but the devices of fin� syncopation, alliteration, intarnal rhyme,
and s11-rp, ma.sculine, even guttural intonations impart a clear,
rousing character to the lines:
They have looked each other
they found no fault.
They have taken the Oath of
leavened bre� and salt:
They have taken the Oath of
and fresh-cut sod,
On the hilt and the haft of
Wondrous Names of God.

between the eyes, and there
the Brother-in-Blood on
Brother-in-Blood on fire
the Khyber knife, and the

Like Poe, Kipling is a poet whom anyone can re.i.d; but the
element of the latter is the harsh, powder-smoke world of the
achiever rather th-n that of the Oedipal romantic. Hence, this
solidity, the mettle and might of the fighting man, who m.ak�s
possible the role of the artist, must

be

an integral part of the

poem.
&rrack-Room &.llads
In order to· make a character live, whether on the printed
p.1ge, on canvas, or elsewhere, thare must be a certain centri
fugal force at work Within the author. That is to s.y. that the
ch..aracter must spin out-ward from his creator. This may occur
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either or�nic.lly or intellectually, as an embryo, or as a
Minerva-like emergence; but whatever fonn it takes, the created
must, of necessity, lie within the province, th� essence, of the
creator. Something of Stephen Crane ·was inherent in Henry Fleming;
de la Croix possessed something of his ttOfficer of the Imperial.
Gu.a.rd on Horseback". Kipling, therefore, embodied to an extent
the "Tommy Atldns 11 to Ylhom Barrack-Room Ballads (1890) was
44
dedicated.
Tommy is not an artist, but a simple man, following
his trade in the name of Queen and Country, ill-spoken and ill
treated. He is the Victorian "Sad Sack 11, and, as such, necessa�-1y
a tragi-comic figure in literature. Kipling's portrayal of Tommy..
the Tommy- is th-.t of a soldier whose world was
the old pre-ma.chine-gun army- the sweltering barr:2.cks
in Qi.braltar or Lucknow, the red coats, the pipeclayed
belts and the pillbox hats, the beer, the fights, the
floggings, hanging� and crucifixions, the bugle-calls,
the smell of oats and horse-piss, the bellowing
sergeants with foot-long moustaches, the bloody
skirmishes, invariably :mismanaged,. the erovrled
troopships, the cholera-stricken camps, the "native"
concubines, the ulti.ns.te death in the workhouse. 45
The role of the soldier .as the necessary machine of Imperial
ism is all too evident; what Kipling did was to focus attention· on·.
that vehicle, working in cockney and thinking in the position of
the ranker rather than that of the superior, but most important,
feeling in a subjective m.2nner rat�er than in a detatched one.
There is no record of Kipling's presence at any milit.i..ry engage
ment othe!" than th�t of Karee Siding (1897), and that w.i.s accident-
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al. His ability to write of marti.ll conflict is the same as
Stephen Crane's, purely the impressions of an iln-ginative observer
with a verbal skill.46 Yet, to the reader, Kipling's accounts of
the English soldier's exploits contain all the reality that one
can assimilate from print. T he sarcasm and cockney are both necess
ary, for they serve to typify not only the character, but also the
attitudes of the Tommy. In addition to this, there was within
Kipling himself the capacity, even the need, for a strong kinship
with tho fighting man, just as there is a need within some of us
to share in the experiences of those who have made our w:..y of life
possible, even though we m-y never take an active part in the roles
o:f the e:cplorer, the laborer, or the prisoner. It may be t�t this
identification with those roles- hence, feeling that they are
within one's capabilities- redeems one's own right to live,
a.sSWil.ges one's guilt for being able to work out of the rain and
-.1'la.y from the shrapnel, making more (in Kipling's case) from
"a ten-cent bottle of ink" than the average man from a full day's
47
work in the field.
The cockney, then, as �rt of Tonnny's guise, is a necess1.ty,
for it eases Kipling's assumption of the soldier's role. }!oreover,
the capacity for soldiering is within the province of every young
ma.le, or at least it once was, for since the 11 men 1 s-cubs 11 of the
Paleolithic era were given their first spe�rs, even unti l our own
time, the soldier was as much an integral �rt- even more, perhaps
of a child's repertoire as the cowboy, the fireman, and the doctor.
It is a capacity into which each �ale h�s the opportu.rrl.ty to grow,

as much a part of man as father or protector. Note that the
character of Tommy Atkins

""S

completely abandoned by Kipling

after the Great World \far, al though the military as subject
matter was still employed occasionaL1y. Yet, the juvenility
that Tommy Atkins- and Kipling- once enjoyed imparted a certain
freshness of perception to &.rrack-Room :&llads, an almost
Zorbatic vi.bra.nee of first-time experience, in, for example:
Smokin' my pipe on the mountings, sniffin' the
mornin' cool,
I 1�lks in rrry old brown ga1ters along o' rrry old
brown mule,
With seventy gunners be 1 ind me, an' never a beggar
forgets
It's only the pick of the army that handles the dear
little pets••• 48
Cle,rly, then, much of his poetry contains the spirit of the
soldier- .ls Kipling believed it to be, the soldier who is world.ng
for the greater good of the Empire, hence, of Civilization, and
experiencing history firsthand in th� process.
A good portrait of tha little soldier caught up in the
world.ngs of British expansion is� Widow� Windsor. Its primary
message is that of England's might, recognized in the person of
Queen Victoria, who
••• 'as ships on the foam- she 'as millions at 1 ome,
An' she pays us poor beggars in red.
There is no question in Kipling's mind as to the perpetual
trade of the Tommy, shooting, sabring and civilizing in the name
of the Queen, in whose employ none ever lose cognizance of the
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fact that
••• There's 1 er nick on tne cavalry 1 orses,
There's 1 er mark on the medical storesAn 1 'er troopers you'll find With a fair wind be'ind
T'nat takes us to various wars •••.
Walk wide o' the Widow at Windsor
For 'alf o' creation she o'Wl'ls;
\'le 'ave bought 'er the same with the sword an' the fi.i..me,
An' ..;e 1 ve salted it dovl?l With our bones•••
These lines are somewhat dramatic; perhaps even a bit out�.
es�cially by Victorian standards. Nonetheless ? t.liey serve to
provide a stage for Tommy's role in the drama of Imperialism.

CHAPTER SIX: 1891-1896
Ten years after the publication of Schoolboy Lyrics, the
first of Kipling's ge11uinely Imperialistic poems, The . English
Flag. was written. It first appeared in the St, Ja.mes 1 s �zette
on 4 April, 1891, and within the week w.s given a place of honor
in

bm-.

Heroica, an anthology of English verse which for genera

tions was to remain the

IllOSt

popular wotk of its type. 49 It is

generally believed that. the source of inspiration for The English
Flag w�s an incident which occurred on 27 March, 1891, when
During an important trial of Irish political
agitators the court-house at Cork caught fire.
Political feeling at the time was at fever
heat, and the ct·o'Wd.s outside the building
laughed and cheered as the building burned,
espec:L;i.lly when the flagstaff fell with the
Union Jack still flying from it. Tha crovd,
in the words of the Times correspondent,
'seemed to see significance in the incident.•
If so, they must a few days later have been
impressed by the fact that, when the ruins
were examined, the flag was found uninjured,
though the flags-ta.ff and halliards had been
destroyed. It had been caught in falling in
an unburnt angle of the wall • .50
With the vlriting of this poem, a new phrase �s added to the
language:

11 • • •

what do they know of England who only England

know?-" pointing to the England outside the confines of t�
Isl�d, and holding a staunch indignottion tow..rd those who hold
that Island in contempt; for it is not the 11 street-bred peoplen of
the extra-Anglo world who can speak of so sotmd or so vast a realm
for their o...n. 51
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The E nglish Flag is an extended metonymy, told by the four
winds who speak of a vigorous and expanding empire as witnessed
in each of their domains. The Universe, therefore, is the chief
deponent of English accomplishment throughout the globe, not the
whimpering 11 street-bred people that vapour and fume and brag.n
In 1893 Kipling wrote The �-Wife, personifying England as
an eternal Mother, who casts her sons out to sea

in

search of the

1tnew and naked lands 11 (l. 20). Here he establishes again the role
of the English as a people compelled to go about the globe doing
a.s they are bid by ,n authority who sits at home

by

the hearth,

awaiting the return of the "breed of roving men" (1. 4). As usual,
the tasks set forth for England's servants are any of those things
that a great people may be expected to do in the name of' Rigqt and
Accomplishment, and the common denominator is still England:
Home, they come home from all the ports,
The living and the de�;
The good Wife' s sons come home again
For her blessing on their headl
In tha.t same year, Kipling wrote

!

Song

2f the

English, a

rather Im.,-oerialistic Gott� Uns, allying the English cause with
the

God

of Wrath, ','Ibo 11 hath smote for us a pa tht..iay to the ends of

all the Earthl 11 (1. 5). This particular poem, more than any of the
others written in an Imperialistic vein, contains much of the
atavism on which English expansion was founded.
s�ys Kipling.

11 0

11

Fa.ir is our lot'', ·

goodly is our heritage t tt (1.1 ) • Tb.is poem is a

Biblical identti'ication for the tasks set before civilizing
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peoples:
Hold ye the Faith- the Faith our Fathers sealed us;
Whoring not with visions- overwise and overstale.
Except ye pay the Lord
Single heart and single sword,
Of your children in their bondage He shall .1sk them
treble.;.talel
The language here seems needlessly z..rchaic. It lacks the spirit
and syncopation with which Kipling is readily identified, but the
basic beliefs of Imperialism are there.
Both of the above poems appeared in T'ne Seven Seas (1896
edition), a collection which w.s three years in the writing. By.
the time that this work was first published, that is to sa.y by th�
mid- 1 nineties, the Victorian AutUllll'l had come. Much of the expan.
sionist momentum was already at a standstill; virtually all of the
:..ncient lands had been awakened, or .-.t least had had their slum.her
interrupted by the rumble of English carriage-wheels, or by the
sounds of English ships in .formerly tranquil waters. The French
sector of East Sudan, The Malay States, and Southern Rhodesia were
to be the last acquisitions of the Empire in the ensuing twenty
seven years, and this last region, which in reality had been a
British Protectora.te s:L.'1ce 1888, -was Britain 1 s final annexation

during Kipling's lifetime.52 It is evident, then, that The Seven

Seas is the single volume of Kipling's work most reflective of his
contributions as a poet of Empire. Five more poems from that vol
U."lle be;i.r mention here, as they are in a like vein;
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The Native-Born (1894)
Bef'ore the close of the nineteenth century, a new breed of

English-speaking people had evolved. British subjects, Anglo

Saxon in both tongue and heritage, they were, nonetheless, not
of Queen Victoria' s England. They we.re by-products of it, to be
sure; but possessed of a new identity and sufficiently foreign
to the little kingdom on the -w.ter to feel comfortably remote
from its astigmatisms.
We learned from our wistful mot.hers
To call old England "home"

(11. 11-12)

says Kipling through the mouths of the Native-Born, the progeny
of Haggard's "great civilizing people·�, whose spheres of the
Empire
Our fathers held by purchase,
But we by the·right of birth;

(11. 19-20)

These :ire the 11men of the four new nations 11 (1. 27), that is,
the populace of Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa,
respectively. It is worthwhile to note that Kipling constructed
this poem in the manner of a toast, i."lcluding the ancient Scottish

custom of dr1nking with one's foot on the table (1. 97).

With a little effort, the somewhat lyric quality of� Native
Born could

be

set to the music of a drinking-song, and appropriate

ly so; for by 1894- it was time for a dri.-rik and a few toasts, as the
dream of Empire had been forged into reality.
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This poem, written the following year, is much in the same
vein as The Native-Born. It has the quality of a verbal cenoUlph,
lauding the gentlemen of fortune whose domain. was infinite:
The ends of the Earth were our portion;
The ocean at large was our share.

(11. 31-32)

This is Kipling's tribute at large to t..'fie masses of pioneers

who, through the rapid ferment of British expansion, were unable
to be recognized individually as Empire-builders.
The Song of the Sons, The Song of the Cities, Enr!land 1 s_Answer
These three poems may be said to constitute the basic trilogy
of this anthology, far they represent a dialogue of Nation-to
Mother-Nation, and as such best establish Kipling's central theme
in the work. They were written in the year 1896, and while there
is no concrete evidence to support this thesis, they -ware probab
ly written in the order in which they appear here, and also in
rapid succession. It is doubt:t'ul th.at the agility of Kipling's
mind would have allowed him to daw:ile over t.}ie poems in The Seven
Seas and yet retain the dialogue strain present in this trilogy.
All these poems are a basic personification of nations and cities,
rich in apostrophe. The Song of the Sons hails an English world,
peopled by the seed of the Mother-Country, -who, in recognition of
Engl-nd I s sovereignty,

11

speak, from the uttermost parts of the

sea.1 11 (1. 12).

The Song of the Cities continues this theme, only through
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the more especial mouths of cities within the Empire. While
Bombay, Rangoon, Quebec, Sydney and Auckland can all speak of
their own merits, they do so as the offspring of a greater force,
acknowledging their stations wit.l-iin the hierarchy' of that part o:t
the map which is vemillion in color.
England I s Answer, written in couplets lika The Song of the ..
Sons, is a recognition on the part of the Mother-Country of her
vast family throughout the globe. There is a stress on unity in
this poem more so than

in

the others of the trilogy, pointed out

by he�ldric symbolism, ll. 19-22:
Draw now the thri�efold knot firm on the ninefold bands,
And the law that ye make shall be l�w after the rule of
your lands.
This :for the �en Heath, and that for the Wattle-bloom,
This for the Maple-leaf, and that for the Southern Broom.53
Also mentioned is the English stoicism regarding social
amenities, hence an identity With an Anglo-Saxon heritage, 11.

5-6:

Deeper than speech :i.s our love, stronger than life our
tether.
But "We do not fall on the neck nor kiss when we corr.e
together.
found again L'rl lL11es 25-26:
Now ye must speak to your kinsmen and they must speak
to you,
After the use of the English, in stright-flung words
and faw.
T'ne Kiplingesque value of deed over word is contained in these
lines; and also

in

the following and final couplets, to which are
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added a weU-e...rned note of pride:
Go to your work and be strong, halting not in your w-2ys,
Baulking the end half-won for� instalnt dole of praise.
Stand to your work and be Wise- certain of sword and pen,
Who are neither children nor Gods, but men in a world of menl

CHAPTER SEVEN: 1897
Three poems important to the subject of this thesis were
published in 1897. T'a.e first, Our �dy: Qf � Snows, is a
neatly-composed account

or the Canadian Preferential Tariff"

which "W"as passed on 23 April of that year. The same type of
personification found in The Seven Seas is contained in this
poem:
A Nation spoke to a Nation,
A Throne sent word to a Throne:
"Daughter am I in my mother's house
But mistress in lily own.
The gates are mine to open,
As the gates are mine to close,
A::id I abide by my Mother's House,"
Said our Lady of the Snows.
(ll. 41-48)
In the tndition of the poet as a visionary, Ki:9ling wrote
Phanoh and. the Sergeant

in

t�t year, which appeared only some

months prior to the British assuming complete control of the
Sudan. Pharaoh and the Sergeant is Kipling at his best. It is
-.lso one of his clearest accounts of his nation's business in
other lands, exemplifying every Imperialistic trait thus far
mentioned.
Power:
Said England unto PJ:i..anoh, 11 You 1 ve mtd miracles before,
When Aaron struck your rivers into blood;
But if you w�tch the Sergeant he can show you something
more.
He I s a charm for making riilem�n from mud.�

(ll. 17-20)
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Profit':
••• PMraoh done the best he ever done.
Down the desert, down the rail�y, down the river,
Like Israelites from bondage so he came,
• Tween the clouds o I dust and fir e to the land of
his desire,
And his IllOses, it was Sergeant Wn.atisnamel
(11. 44-48)

Civilization:
Said England unto P'na.raoh, 11I 1nust make a man of you,
That will stand upon his feet .and play the game;
That will �his oppressor as a Christian ought to do,tt
And she sent old Pharaoh Serge.ant -wbatisruune.
(11. 1-4)

Also of significance is the fact that England 1 s �rk in the
development of Egypt was per£onned by a com.-noner:
It -w.a.s not .a Du..lre nor Earl, nor yet a Viscount
It was not a big brass General that ca.me;
But a man in k.½aki kit who could 11-.ncile men a bit,
With his bedding labelled Sergeant Wrui.tisname.
(11. 5-8)

whose discipline in Egypt �s "Translated by a stick (which is
really half the trick) 11 (1. 23). This line indicates Kipl.i.'tlg 1 s
belief in the old Prussian method of discipline; the discipline
without which there would have been no.military, and without
which, the Victorl;;lns believed, there was not likely to be any
universe, let alone an English one. Sergeant �t�atisname "drilled
a black man white 11 and 11 made a mummy £ight11 (1 • .53), thereby per
forming another 11 everlasting miracle 11 (l. 56) in the name of-
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Queen and Country. This made �nough sense in l897, however Old
Gu.rd it mat appear nowadays. Orwell, somewhat harsh in his ob
servations of poems such as Pharaoh and� Sergeant, t:ransl.at....-d
Kipling's train of thought in these matters:
You turn a Gatling gun on a mob of unarmed
11 n,tives", and then you establish 11 the Law",
which includes ro�s, railwys, and a court
house. 55
In truth, anned British occupation of Egypt did bke place
in 1882. T'ne following year, two hundred thousand pounds sterling
vi4.s spent in th.at troubled land, raising a force of some six

thousand native soldiers wile-figuratively- were whipped into a
new Egyptian anny. This organization; trained and directed by
British officers, utterly defeated the Sudanese dervishes in the
Dongola campaign of l896, the year before Pharaoh and the Sergeant
appeared. Of further significance is the Battle of Omdurman- in
which Subaltern Winston Churchill participated.- in September of
1898, at which the Egyptian army under the supervision of British
officers defeatod the remainder of the dervishes in alle�nce to
the Khali.fa. Omdurman was the fin.al incident i."'l the quelling of
martial conflict

in

the Sudan, with Egyptian victory proving the

weight of British influence.
Of the poems written by Kipling in 1897, Recessional
received the most notice. The writer had been pressured by many
sources to produce something for the Quaen's Jubilee, and on l7 ..
July his contribution appeared in the Times. Recessional provided
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a mood which was in sharp cont�st to most of Kipling's other

work. Its inornate humility and admonition t�t England's Empire
was, after all, finite, electrified the public, who, anticipating
a. proper Pharisee, were sent a public�n. ,56 Telling of the genesis
of Recessional, Kipling wrote

••• I shut myself in a ro0?11 ••• I found just
one linct I liked- 11 Lest vie forget"- and
wrote the poem round that, arranging it to
the tune of ths hymn, ttEternal Fat'!i..er,
strong to save n . 57
Much of the poem's ,ppeal is produced by its prayer-like
tone, hence its sense of humility and awe. The vastness of Empire
· is suggested by England 1 s "Dominion over pal.711 and pine 11 ( 1. 4 ) 5

8

and the wealth of Biblical references imparts a somberness rare
to Kipling's usual stream of Empire poetry: 59
'Ihe tumult and the shouting dies;

The C.iptains and the Kings depart:
Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice,
And humble and a contrite heart.

Lord God of Hosts, be wit.'li us yet,
Lest we forget- lest we forget!

(ll. 7-12)

The closing stanza of Recession�l. lacldng the rei'rain, n1est we

forget!" points to the ephemeral, however grandiose tenure of
every Empire:

For heathen heart that puts her trust
In reeking tube and iron shard,
All vali:;i.nt dust th. t builds on dust,
And guarding, calls not Thee to guard,
For frantic bo�st and foolish word.Thy mercy on Thy people, Lord!
(ll. 25-30)

CHAPTER EIGHT: 1898-1914
The Houses, intended as a 11 Song o.f the Dominions 11 , speaks
of unity between the lands within the Empire:
If' nry house be taken, thine tumbleth anon,
If thy house be forfeit, ro.ine followeth soon.
(ll. 7-8)

Here again is found Kipling's ideal of a closely-knit realm,
with "kin cleaving to kind n (1. 6).
Kitchener's School is Kipling's translation nor a song that
w-.s made by a Mohantmedan schoolmaster of Bengal Infantry••• when
he heard that Kitchener was taking money from the English to
build••• a college for the Sudanese n .60 The lines are addressed
to a Hushbee (Indian term .for an African, or anyone With -woolly
hair) and speak of England• s purpose abroad as well c1.s Kipling ·
himself could have done. T'ne belief that the British Empire was
a civilizing and benevolent force N.ther than a destructive and
malevolent one

W4.S

beginning to be shared by the extra-European

world by the close of the nineteenth century. The final couplet
of Kitchener's School points this out, With:
Go, and carry your
head on your
For he who did not
tea.ch you in

shoes in your ha..-rid and bow your
breast,
slay you in sport, he will not
jest.

The year 1899 !l'..ay be said to have been Kipling's time of
fixation viith the term 11 ��bi te Man 11, what with The White Man• s

.

..
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Burden closely followed by

!

Song of the white Men. T'ne reader

who spends .ny genuine amount of time with Kipling will sooner
or later �ote that the poet's mind has the ability for n1eaping
and lingering" so es sential to both the story-teller and the
poet of Empire. Th.at which is untold within the confines or one
work must be poured out into another; and there must alw.i.ys be
a harking back to central themes and images, which act cohesively
in his work:
The ports ye shall not enter,
'l'he roads ye shall not tread,
Go make them With your living,
And mark them with your dead.
-The i�bite Man's Burden, 11. 29-32
Now this is the road ·that the White Men tre�
When they go to clean a 1-ndIron 1.U1derfoot and levin overhead
And the deep on either hand.

-!

The images

in

Song £!: � Wnite Men, ll. 9-12

these two poems are the lt\fuite Men 11, the active,

determined and civilizing capables of the English-speaking
world, "Who tread uncharted roads in their d-.ily tasks, sc-.nt of
speech and prolific of deed, resented for having bettered the ·
world about them:
Take up the wbi te 1-:an I s Burden
And reap his old rew.rd:
T'ne blame of those ye better,
The hate of those ye gu.rd-T'ne 1,,Jhite Man's Burden, ll. 33-36

.so
Their t...sks are vital to world security, .md can be perfonned
only within the auspices of a great civilizing creed:
Now, this is the faith th.at the White Men bold
When they build thei r homes afar"Freedom for ourselves and freed.om for our sons
And, failing freedom, �far. tt
We have proved our faith- bear witness to our faith,
Dear souls of freemen slain!
Oh, well for the world when th,, White Hen join
To prove thei r faith againl

The Young Queen is a personification of nations. Written
in 1900, it commemorates the inauguration of the Connnonwealth
of Australia., founded l January, 1901. The length and tone of
the poem suggest that Kipling enjoyed writing it, lauding not
o:ri..ly a new Connnonweal th 'Within the Empire. but also in observ
ing the fact t}-1..at this new Commonwealth asserted itself_ in a
new year, and more significantly, in a new century. Durand, in
his H:ar:dbook to the Poetq Qf Rudyard Kipling, points out th.t
the

11

H..ll of Our Thousand Years 11 (1. 5) is a reference to

England's 1'f.illenium as an Empire:
Almost exactly one thousand years before New
Year's Day, 1901, died Alfred, King of the
English, who laid the first stone of the
structure that was destined to become the
British Empire. 61
South Africa. (1903) again finds a nation personified as a
woman, and tells of the Englishmen who struggled to make her a
part of their Empire. It is an energetic poem, but lightweight

.51
in the sense that it is but another simple tune in the symphony
of expansion:
Lived a wo�n wonderful,
(Y.iay the Lord amend herl)
Neither simple, kind, nor true,
But her Pagan beauty drew
C4rlstian gentlemen a few
Hotly to attend her.

(ll. 1-6)

On April 29, 1907, Kipling sent The Sons of Martha to the
Sundard, a London daily newspaper. It is a poem, which, accord
ing to C. E. Carrington, best sU!!l!ll.a.rizes the writer's social
philosophy.
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The Sons

£f Martha

has no complexity. It is a

direct analogy to the writer's central belief that the earth's
populat,ion is com:posed of (1) The Sons of �rth.l, or those who
can accept responsibility and thereby manage the w0rld 1 s affairs,.
and ( 2) The Sons of 1'1..ary, Ylho cannot. The usks set before
Mar tha's Sons are mainly those of administering to their brothers,
"world without end, reprieve, or rest » , (1. 4). Redolent of
typical Victorian idealism, this sentiment is in close kinship
With the final line of Tennyson's Ulysses, written three-quarter�
of a century earlier:
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
although Kipling's phrasing of the idea sounds somewhat �ore
-1.ctive and definite. The fin.i.l sbnza of The Sons of :Martha,
relying again upon the Biblical heribge on which much of

.52

Kipling t s work is based, as :urleed "''.ls much of the centrlfu�l
force of Victorian expansion, points to the distinction of
roles bet�en Mary's and Marth.a' s progeny:
And the Sons · of Mary smile and are "blessed- they know the
angels are on their side.
They know in them is the Grace confessed; and for them are
the Mercies multiplied.
They sit at the Feet- they hear· the Word- they see how
truly the Promise runs.
They have cast their burden upon the Lord, and- the Lord
He lays it on Martha's Sonsl
For All We Have And Are (1914) may be said to be the last of
Kipling's Imperialist poems. Viritten in the face of the Great
World ifar, it is not so much an expansionist account as it is a .
recognition of mankind's age-old bout with killing his own kind:
Once more we hear the word
That sickened earth of old:11No law except the Sword
Unsheathed and uncontrolled."

(11. 13-16)

These lines may contain something of Kipli.t1g' s premonition of
wh.at was to follow in the four subsequent years, carrying e�n
into his own personal loss of 191.5, as do the following:
Comfort, content, delight,
The ages' slow-bought gaL"1,
They shrivelled in a night.
Only ourselves remain
To face the naked days
In silent fortitude,
Through perils and dismays
Renewed and re-renewed.

(11. 2l-28)

Kipling was fully a�re that the world as he blew it would
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be vastly changed with tha War and its aftermath, a ;rar from
which England was to emerge a lesser po-..--er than she had ever
been during his li:fetime. He v.-as a product of a less distorted.
era; and, as such, became an a:iachronism in the twentieth
century. The closing stanza of For All -;-Te F..ave And Are shows
the Wa tcbman of the Empire still making his rounds; and in the
process, lighti."l'lg the dim thoroughfares of a world in conflict

With this hopeful ad.mo�ition:
No easy hope or l; es
Shall bring us to our goal,
But iron sacrifice
Of body, will, -.nd soul.
There is but one ta.sk for all
One life for each to give.
VY1}1.a.t stands if Freedom fall?
Who dies if England live?
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&st A.fric-.; but its jurisdiction was, in 1891, extended to
the territor-iJ under British influence north of the Z�besi
and south of the territories of the Congo Free St.lte and the
Gennan sphere, excluding as yet Ny;lsaland."
.53. Ralph Du:rand, in !:_ Handbook to the Poetry of Rudya.rd Kinling.
explains (p. 99): "The threefold knot is the Union of
England, Scotland, and Ireland, typified by the Rose, Thistle,
and Shamrock i..--i the Royal Arms. The ninefold bands .ire (1)
Canada, (2) Australia, (3) South Africa, (4) New Zealand,
(.5) India, (6) The West Indies, (7) Newfoundland, (8) The
Tropical Dependencies in the East, and (9) The South Sea
Islands.
,54. The term 11Maxi."lll 11 here refers to the Maxim Machine gun, which
was first issued to British forces in 1891. The first success
ful combat trials for the Maxim gun were in Africa in 1893-4.
Kipling's use of the term as a verb-is underst.lndable military
slang, as in his reference to the Hauser rifle in the poem
li• _I. (Haunted Infantry), stanza 12: 11 • • • you want men to be
Mausered ••• 11
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55. George Cruell,

Collection of Essavs, p. 126

56. Samuel C. Chew. author of be section The Nineteenth Century
and After in Albert C. Baug::i 1 s !. Literarv History 9f En l�d
(New York & London: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1948 y
ment ions ( p:. 1504):. " ••• tee English-speaking world was
electrified by the publication of the Recessional. This, as
Kipling after�rds said, w.s -wri tten I to avert the evil eye 1
directed. against England bee.use of the hubris of the
Diamon:i Jubilee.N

57. C� E. Carrington, p. 204
58. Although the phrase, " palm and pine tt has come to connote
regions w:hich are geographically juxtaposed, the origin
o:f this phr-.se seems nebulous. J;t is worthwhile noting
that in Ethnogenesis (1861). a poem written by Henry
Tirnrod to herald the Americ.n Confederacy as a nation
unto itself, the following appears (11. 55-56):
stiffe:ced sinews we shall blend
... inTheourstr�ngth
of pine an:i palm1

59. The follo�d.ng Biblical references are mentioned by R:llph
Durand (p. 273) as appearing in_Recessional:
Deuteronomy vi. 12:

11

Then ':>eware lest thou forget the Lord,
which ::>rought thee forth out of the
land of Egypt. rt

Recessional, 11. 5-6: 11 Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
lest we forget- lest we forgetl"
Job xxx:i.x. 2.5: "The thunde!' of the captains and the shouting."
Recassional, ll. 7-8:
Psal.l'll li. 17:

11

11

'!:-...e tumult .md the shouting dies;
The Captains and the Kings depart:"

The sacrifices of C-od are a broken s:pirlt:
a broken and a contrite heart, 0 God, T'nou
wilt not deS;:Jise. tt

Recessional, ll. 9-10: !'!Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice,
A..'ld humble :and a contrite heart."
.Psalm xc. 4:
Nahum iii. 7:

11

For a thousan:l. years in Thy sight are but as
yesterday. 11
11

Ninevah is laid wc3.ste: who will bemo�n her?rt

Recessional, ll. 15-16: �lo, all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Ninenh and Tyre1 11
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Romans ii. 14: "'l'he Gentiles, which have not the law."
Recessional, 11. 21-22: llSuch boastings as the Gentiles use,
Or lesser breeds without the Law- 11
60. The e�ct source of the poem Kitchener's School is not known.
In Rud;yard Kipling1 s Vers�- Inclusive Edition 1885-1932
(Carden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 1934),
p. 231, the author places the work as "••• a translation- of the
song that was made by a }1oha."1I1!1edlln schoolmaster of Bengal
Infantry (some time on service at Sua.kim) when he heard th.t
Kitchener was tald.ngmoney from the English to build a }1.d.rissa
for Hushbees- or a coll�ge for the Sudanese." C. E. Carrington
(p. 213) cites a letter dated 14 December, 1898:
Dear Mr. Rudyard Kipling,
I wish to express rrry thanks to you for the poem
on the Memorial College at Khartoum. I feel that
you have greatly assisted me in the object I have in
view and am very grateful. I feel sure the College
Will do a great deal of good throughout Northern
Africa.
You.rs truly,
Kitchener of Khartoum
61. Ralph Durand, p. 235
62. C. E. Carrington, p. 313
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